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About Dawn 
Dawn Garrett lives in Ohio with her husband Jason and their three 

always-homeschooled children, ages 15, 13, and 11. In her homeschool, 

they learn about God and His cosmos by studying the seven liberal arts 

in order to know Him better, imitate Him and His ways, and share about 

Him with others. Her home blog – about books school and life – has 

been at ladydusk for 17 years. She is the author of the free ebook: “I 

Am, I Can, I Ought, I Will: Charlotte Mason’s Motto Explained for Upper 

Elementary” 

Key Ideas 
● There are a few different ways to set up a Morning Time schedule. You could use loop scheduling 

or block scheduling. The main goal of loop scheduling is to relieve some of the stress of the plan 
because you simply make a list of all the things you want to get through and then you simply 
move through the list one thing at a time.  

● Block scheduling would focus more on giving a larger chunk of time to a specific subject on a 
certain day. It is possible to mix loop and block scheduling by having a block for a group of 
subjects that are looped throughout that block. You can even have multiple loops happening in 
one day.  

● Setting time limits on activities in Morning Time will help keep things moving. You don’t want the 
day to get stuck on one thing for too long and keep you from moving on to the other subjects 
you had planned. 
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Quotables 
“Homeschooling affords each family, the freedom that they need to accomplish the work that they 

feel is most important that meets the goals and vision that they have.” 

Dawn Garrett 
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Time Stamps 
4:05 Meet Dawn and hear about how she discovered Morning Time 
12:05 defining loop scheduling 
14:22 defining block scheduling and variations of it 
20:30 time limits in Morning Time 
24:30 mixing loop and block scheduling 
30:56 Latin in Morning Time 
36:02 how to loop schedule without confusing yourself 
38:25 using multiple loops in Morning Time 
43:00 setting up a loop schedule 
45:30 alternating subjects 
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